Abstract: Haptic feedback can be helpful for accurate needle insertion but is complicated by friction on the needle shaft. Concepts to directly measure the forces at the needle tip exist but cause additional cost and complexity. Moreover, haptic devices may show inaccuracies in recreating forces. We present a novel force feedback method that uses needle shaft forces and enhances haptic feedback of subsurfaces based on robotic ultrasound elastography. This approach allows to overcome accuracy limitations of haptic devices. We evaluate our method in a volunteer subject study using recordings from a robotic needle driver setup. We compare haptic feedback based on shaft and enhanced force for the detection of surfaces inside of gelatin phantoms. Using our method, the error of subsurface detection decreased from more than 16 to about 1.7 mm for the first subsurface. A second subsurface was solely detectable using our method with an error of only 1.4 mm. Insertion time decreased by more than 32%. The results indicate that our enhanced sensor is suitable to detect subsurfaces for untrained subjects using a haptic feedback device of limited accuracy.
Introduction
Haptic sensation is often the only available tissue information during needle insertions, e.g., for biopsies or brachytherapy. For correct needle placement, detecting subsurface structures is important but increasing friction forces make it difficult to sense changes in the mechanical properties of deeper tissue. [1] .
Robotic needle driving has been studied for various applications [1, 2] . However, most systems are not able to insert needles fully autonomously but assist a human operator during needle placement. This assistance often includes feeding back forces as well as providing image guidance using, e.g., ultrasound (US) or magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) [2] .
Haptic feedback can be realized by using force measurements from conventional force-torque sensors at the needle shaft. However, the shaft force is superimposed by large frictional forces. To overcome this issue, the needle tip forces could be measured and fed back [1] . Several sensors have been proposed to directly measure needle tip forces, i.e., mechatronic sensors [3, 4] and fiber optical force sensors [5] [6] [7] . It has been shown that subsurface detection can be improved by feeding back needle tip forces instead of shaft forces [1] . Unfortunately, adding a tip force sensor would require additional costs and effort. Usually, it is not possible to identify changes in the elastic tissue behavior with the help of MRI or US. Instead, elastographic imaging can be used to determine elastic tissue properties. US's high inter-operator variability [8] has led to the development of different robotic US systems [8, 9] .
We propose an enhanced force sensor using robotic US elastography (USE) to amplify subsurface structures in the shaft force signal. The force can be provided to a physician as hapic feedback. We show that force reproduction of haptic feedback devices can lead to errors in the range of forces present during surface penetration. Solving this issue solely by scaling the forces would quickly result in too high forces. Hence, we demonstrate that a moderate scaling combined with our USE based enhancement is suited for subsurface detection.
We evaluate our setup with volunteer subjects and compare the detection of subsurface structures for haptic feedback based on the needle shaft force and our enhanced feedback force. We describe our calibrated and synchronized robotic needle driving and robotic USE setup used to record the data. Moreover, we present results indicating that by using our method, subsurface structures inside gelatin can be precisely identified by untrained subjects for different friction forces. (1), camera markers (2), force torque sensor with attached needle (3), gelatin phantom with embedded structure (4), UR3 robot (5) and US probe with camera markers (6) . Not depicted are the US device, the baseplate marker geometry and the tracking camera.
a SonixTOUCH US (Analogic Corporation, MA, US) is used for imaging. See Fig. 1 for an overview of the recording setup.
In order to perform strain USE, the tissue is repeatedly compressed with the probe by the UR3. Additionally, when the needle tip moves closer to the border of the US image, the probe is moved by the UR3 to follow the needle trajectory.
Using attached marker geometries and a fusionTrack 500 (Atracsys, Switzerland) tracking camera, the setup is thoroughly calibrated. The US is calibrated by using a 3D-printed Z-Phantom [10] , whose wire placement was validated by using the tracking system. Utilizing the tracking camera, both robots are calibrated with respect to the baseplate by hand-eye calibration using the QR24 algorithm [11] .
Recorded data
For data recording, we insert the needle into three different gelatin phantoms, which are placed in acrylic glass boxes. To simulate subsurfaces, a block of dense gelatin (30 × 30 × 80 mm 3 ) is embedded in soft gelatin. The Young's moduli are about 22 and 90 kPa for soft and dense gelatin, respectively. Overall, 18 needle insertions are recorded. During insertion, the USE images and the needle shaft forces are recorded synchronously at 16 and 500 Hz, respectively. The gray values of USE and the shaft forces are filtered with a running median width 10 and 1000, respectively. Through synchronizing the devices to a local time server, we can represent the recorded data in a single time domain.
Different friction forces are simulated by inserting the needle at a constant speed of 1 mm/s through foam (26 kg/m 3 ) of different thickness (11, 13.3 and 26.6 mm) that is placed in front of the gelatin phantom. 
Haptic Feedback Generation
For our trial, we use a Falcon haptic feedback device (Novint Technologies, NM, US) with the standard ball grip. The Falcon is a consumer grade 3-DOF system and its feedback forces are displayed relatively inaccurately [12] . We use a calibration setup to evaluate the accuracy and repeatability of the Falcon device with a conventional force-torque sensor. For this purpose, the grip of the Falcon is fixated at different positions of its workspace with the help of the UR3 robot. See Fig. 2 for an overview of the setup. At each position, forces of 3 N are applied and measured in the positive and negative direction of all three axes. Preliminary experiments showed a mean error on the calibration data of 1.02±0.39 N before and 0.08±0.2 N after calibration. On an independent validation set the error was 0.24 ± 0.17 N. In our data, forces of up to 2 N and rates of change of no more than 0.1 N/s occur at the needle shaft. Hence, feeding back the actual needle shaft forces seems infeasible. Additionally, the feedback force error of the Falcon does not behave linearly, see Fig 3. To overcome the limitations of the haptic feedback device, we developed a novel method for enhanced generation of feedback forces based on USE. First, we evaluate the tissue stiff- ness (expressed as gray value) directly in front of the needle tip using the USE image data, compare Fig. 4b ,c. We then add an offset of 1 N to the shaft force each time the gray values exceed and fall below 128. This change is assumed to correspond to subsurfaces. For our experimental setup, this corresponds to the needle's insertion and exit point.
The different force data, i.e., shaft and enhanced force, is amplified by a factor of two and fed back to the device.
Trial Data and Evaluation
For every volunteer subject, 5 random data sets of different friction were selected. For all randomly selected data sets, the subjects virtually inserted the needle using only the shaft force and the enhanced force, respectively. The subjects were supposed to press a button, when noticing a virtual subsurface. It was only allowed to insert the needle, pulling back was prevented by the device. See Fig. 4a for an overview of the setup.
Afterwards, we calculated the absolute distance between each detected and actual subsurface position.
Results
In total, 13 subjects took part in our trial. Hence, 65 runs were performed with shaft forces and enhanced forces, respectively. None of the subjects detected the exit point using shaft forces only, see Table 1 for an overview of our results.
Discussion
In general, all subjects were able to determine subsurfaces more accurately with our enhanced force sensor. On average, 8 and 9 subjects had a detection error smaller than 2 mm for the insertion and the exit, respectively. In general, most subjects had no problems operating the haptic feedback device, compare Table 1 . Subject 4 had noticeable problems but still performed better with the enhanced forces than only shaft forces and subject 10 failed to detect the exit using the enhanced forces. Even including subject 4, the mean error of detecting the insertion point using the enhanced forces was only about 14% of the error when using the shaft forces. Subject 4 excluded, the average error for detecting the exit and insertion point for enhanced feedback is 1.7 and 1.4 mm, respectively. This is even more impressive compared to the more than 16 mm error of the shaft force based detection; especially taking into account that the high density gelatin block is only 30 mm in diameter.
Remarkably, no subject was able to detect the exit point using solely shaft forces and a later dialog with the subjects revealed that they were guessing the insertion positions rather than really feeling them. Clearly, the shaft forces are not feasible for subsurface detection. Even scaling the shaft forces did not improve this. While at higher scaling the subsurface may become noticeable, the maximum forces would quickly exceed the exertion force of the haptic feedback device. A scaling factor of 4 would suffice to exceed 8.9N, the maximum exertion force of our device, while only giving a maximum of 0.4 N/s to sense which is still smaller than the observable force errors.
Not only did the force feedback based on the enhanced sensor yield a more precise subsurface detection, it also allowed for much faster insertions. On average, subjects performed more than 32 % faster using the enhanced forces compared to using shaft forces only, compare Table 1 . Many subjects were able to halve the insertion time while still improving their results very noticeably. Moreover, the standard deviation of the error is more than 70 % smaller for the enhanced sensor. Both results can be traced back to the fact that the shallow gradient of the shaft only feedback force does not allow for distinct estimation of the tissue properties at the needle tip.
Conclusion
Overall, the enhanced forces are able to reduce subsurface detection errors by more than 900% on average and insertion times by more than 32%. Additionally, scaling the enhanced forces is very straightforward while scaling the shaft forces does not improve detection. With US readily available during most robotized needle insertions, improving force feedback using our method seams feasible for many applications.
